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1 Introduction 
 
The United Kingdom has a high level of linguistic diversity. Despite some regional policy responses to such 
a linguistic diversity, there is no overarching policy on multilingualism. This leads to the intense debate 
about language policy, the nature of which is the conflict of ideologies. Considering the important role the 
press plays in the interplay between language policies and ideologies, we decide to conduct a comparative 
study of how ideologies inform the representation of language policies in the British press. In this study, 
we are going to address the following questions: what language policies as well as the mechanisms used 
to perpetuate corresponding language practices are represented in the British press? What ideologies 
inform such representations? How will the audience with different ideologies respond to these 
representations?  
 
Current literature provides some approaches to dissecting news as discourse and studying news’ ideology 
(e.g. structural approach and multidisciplinary approach) and a thorough analysis of language policies and 
their ideologies (Van Dijk, 2009; Schmidt, 2000; Ricento, 2013). To facilitate this study, we adopt Ozolins’ 
(1993) definition that language policy is both social and bureaucratic attitudes towards languages and 
their representation in institutional proposals and practices. Besides, we use Van. Dijk’s (2009: 183) 
definition that ideologies are fundamental social beliefs “underlying the social representations shared by 
a group which may be used or abused by each social group to impose, defend or struggle for its interests.” 
 
We initiated our study by using keyword search to collect a corpus of news articles which can be roughly 
classified into a group covering monolingual policy and the other covering multilingual policy. We found 
five news articles covering Boris Johnson’s English-only policy, which are put into group A, and made a 
comparative analysis of how different news represent the same language policy. In group A, three news 
articles focus on reporting this policy while others focus on responding. Therefore, we further classified 
them into reporting group and responding group to do discourse analysis. We also found four news articles 
covering multilingual policy in education domain and put them into group B. Then we employed structural 
approach to dissect how and why they represent contradictory outlooks on multilingual education in the 
UK. 
 
Adopting the multidisciplinary approach which highlights the cognitive process of news representation 
and comprehension involving the interplay of ideologies of all participants, we did some research about 
journalists’ background and the articles they have written to study their ideologies which inform their 
representations of language policies (Van Dijk, 2009). Additionally, we gathered information about 
netizens’ backgrounds by looking into their online profiles to facilitate the study of their ideologies which 
motivate different responses. 
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2 Findings 
 
Group A 
 
The three news in the reporting group all represent three main points of Johnson’s speech: first, there are 
many parts of Britain where English is not spoken as the first language; second, to speak primarily English 
facilitates people to become functional parts of the society; third, immigrants must learn English since to 
speak English is essential to be British or feel British.     
 
Different from Halliday and Brooks’ simply citing Johnson’s speech, Mahmood and Zeffman quote some 
political figures’ remarks on Johnson’s proposal. Mahmood (2019) first presents the criticism about 
Johnson’s second point from Jane Dodds, leader of the Welsh Liberal Democrats, that not speaking English 
as the first language will not hinder the prosperity of the community. Then he quotes the comment of 
Angus MacNeil who uses his own example to justify the use of regional languages aiming at Johnson’s first 
point, criticizes Johnson’s policy as domination policy to exclude immigrants, and urges for the celebration 
of multilingualism (Mahmood, 2019). Additionally, he shows Chi Onwurah’s concern about the decreasing 
government funding’s influence on implementing English-only policy (Mahmood, 2019). Zeffman (2019) 
quotes the remark of Steve Ballinger who welcomes Johnson’s proposal and interprets it as assimilation 
policy, saying “speaking English is the foundation for integration.” Noteworthily, Ballinger highlights the 
need to speak “decent English.” This opinion aligns with the standard language ideology described by 
Wiley and Lukes (1996), which identifies the language spoken by the dominant group as standard language 
and associates people speaking other varieties with  bad characteristics like ignorance and immorality. 
 
The two news in the responding group represent negative responses to Johnson’s language policy based 
on different reasons. Nour Al-Baarini (2019) interprets Johnson’s language policy as an urge for immigrants 
to learn English as a foreign language and indicates that the decreasing fund for English classes and the 
difficulty of accessing English lessons have prevented immigrants from learning English and integrating 
into British society. Metcalfe (2019) attacks the link between speaking English and “Britishness” 
established by Johnson and argues that “being British is historically, culturally, and linguistically more 
nuanced than simply being or speaking English” and calls for “an appreciation for multi-indigenous, multi-
ethic, multicultural Britain.” Cranmer (2019) believes the interpretation made by many reports that 
Johnson’s proposal about immigrants learning English is about them improving English as a foreign 
language to be wrong, suspecting that English-only Policy aims at excluding immigrants whose first 
languages are not English.  
 
After reading the comments of netizens below the reports, we find that these comments can be roughly 
classified into five types according to their attitudes and reasonings. The first type supports English-only 
policy for it believes English to be necessary to promote international business, the example of which is 
Netizen 1 arguing that English as “a national, and international language for high business transactions” is 
more beneficial for Britain’s international trade than using different languages in different regions, as 
shown in figure 1.  
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Figure 1 
 
 
The second type sides with English-only policy, arguing that speaking English helps immigrants integrate 
into British society. Noteworthily, there are some differences between the comments of netizens from 
different backgrounds despite they share the same opinion. As shown in figure 2, some netizens (Netizen 
2 and 3) who are white British describe Johnson’s proposal as “wisest utterances from a British politician” 
and “a first step to assimilation.” They comment that immigrants must learn and speak English so as to 
integrate into British society and enjoy “our benefit,” otherwise they will be “invisible in the local 
community.” Analysing the terms they used, we find that white British netizens are more likely to use 
terms like “they” and “our community, our benefit” to distinguish themselves from immigrants.  

Netizen 1 
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                                     Figure 2 
 
As shown in figure 3, Netizen 4, a netizen from immigrant background, acknowledges that immigrants 
have the responsibility to learn English while criticizing that “the opportunity for the majority community 
to use the mastery of English as means of belittling immigrants is unacceptable.”  
                                     

Figure 3 
    
There are also netizens from immigrant background complaining that they do not have time or money for 
English classes and suggesting that English classes should be provided for immigrants, as exemplified in 
figure 4.  
 

Netizen 1 Netizen 2 

Netizen 3 

Netizen 4 
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                                     Figure 4 
    
The third type comes from speakers of indigenous minority languages who worry that Johnson’s proposal 
to replace their languages with English will lead to a loss of identities, as shown in figure 5.  

                                   Figure 5 
 
The fourth type disagrees with Johnson’s proposal, saying that it displays English ethnocentrism and 
imperialism mindset, which is exemplified in figure 6.  

                                Figure 6 
 
 

Netizen 5 

Netizen 6 

Netizen 7 

Netizen 8 

Netizen 9 
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The fifth type mainly comes from netizens from immigrant backgrounds who suspect that the intent of 
English-only policy is to exclude immigrants. In figure 7, Netizen 10 uses his own example to explain that 
English will always be his second language and says that English-only policy makes him feel unwelcomed.  

 
 

     

                                      Figure 7 
 
Group B   
 
In 2014 a report by Lucy Ward describes the views of Leszek Borysiewicz, Cambridge vice-chancellor, who 
supports multilingual policy. Using emotive language to discuss the negative effect the decline in language 
learning can have on Britain, describing the vice-chancellor as “passionate” and saying how he finds the 
situation “saddening” brings the importance of linguistic diversity to the forefront (Ward, 2014a). 
Borysiewicz warns that the tightening immigration laws not only “create a perception among students that 
[Britain] is not a welcoming country to study in,” causing the falling applications of international students, 
but also bring Britain the risk of losing the strength of being a plural society (Ward, 2014a). He later goes 
on to describe how important bilingualism is and how immigrants speaking other languages are able to 
bring their language skills, opening up different avenues for young people in terms of career opportunities 
and life experience.  
   
Perpetuating Borysiewicz’s fears of the decline in language learning, the same year a report came out from 
the same author, criticizing British education system for not supporting community languages and 
advocating a higher recognition of community languages. The referenced poll reveals that around 40% of 
young people aged 14 to 24 years old did not see their community languages as an “advantage in life” 
(Ward, 2014b). Almost 40% also had never received a qualification in their community languages with the 

Netizen 10 
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primary reason being that their school did not offer tuition in it (Ward, 2014b). The report explains how 
damaging this is, saying that if a language does not have a qualification behind it then it automatically 
receives a “lower status” (Ward, 2014b). Using statistics and numerical values this report reveals a 
shortage of proudness among the speakers of community languages, suggesting that corresponding 
practices like offering qualifications for language abilities and increasing funding should be taken to 
perverse multilingualism (Ward, 2014b).     
    
A report from 2016 by Gov.uk provides a very different outlook on British multilingual education. It too 
describes how important multilingualism is, saying that having a multicultural background enables young 
people in UK to be more equipped to “compete on a global scale”  
(https://www.gov.uk/government/news/community-languages-saved-to-ensure-diverse-curriculum-
continues). It does however, contradictory to the previous article, show statistics to demonstrate a rise in 
pupils learning a foreign language. Furthermore, it contradicts the claim of low funding saying that the 
government provided £1.8 million to train teachers to teach languages from 2014 to 
2016(https://www.gov.uk/government/news/community-languages-saved-to-ensure-diverse-
curriculum-continues).  
 
As these articles discuss circumstances dating back to 2014 it is important to look at more recent reports 
on this subject. Supporting the report of a lack of funding is another article from Bawden (2019). It explains 
how some language lessons are now being funded by foreign governments due to the lack of funding from 
the British government, highlighting a 91% decrease in education funding and emphasizing how teaching 
staffs are now doubling as cleaners as cuts are made (Bawden, 2019). Although the article does mention 
how the government has set a target of 90% of students taking a language in GCSE, Bawden (2019) furthers 
this with doubt stating progress has been slow and there has been a decline in language learning at A Level. 
Bawden proposes (2019) that more drastic actions like making language learning compulsory from the age 
of five should be taken, which further weights her feeling of urgency on the matter. 
 
The reports mounting up to suggest there is not enough funding for language learning and the increasing 
number of articles indicating a move towards English monolingualism, does insinuate that British 
government is, perhaps underhandedly, moving to a more monolingual policy.  
 
The Guardian’s coverage of Leszek Borysiewicz’s criticizing immigration curb and urging for a higher 
recognition of multilingual UK has sparked off an intense debate in the comment areas, which centres on 
whether immigration curb prevents intelligent people from coming to Britain. Some netizens agree with 
Borysiewicz, as exemplified in figure 8. 
          

                                Figure 8 

Netizen 11 

Netizen 12 
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However, many netizens accuse Borysiewicz of making an oversimplified assumption that immigrants will 
provide benefits to UK based on the narrow perspective of a member of the elite class. Additionally, they 
think that it is Borysiewicz’s immigrant background that motives such a conclusion with a self-serving bias 
and claim that he should step out of the elite bubble to appreciate the situation of the native working 
classes that feel the burden of mass immigration, as shown in figure 9. 

                                 Figure 9 
 
There are also reasonable netizens who point out that there are subtle differences between immigrants 
and refugees, commenting that immigration curb should be discussed based on its impacts on different 
groups such as students coming to study in UK and people coming to UK because of war. They think taking 
intelligent young people is beneficial to UK while absorbing too many refugees will be a burden. It is 
exemplified in figure 10. 

 

Netizen 13 

Netizen 14 

Netizen 15 

Netizen 16 
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                           Figure 10 
 

The comments below the news covering that foreign language education turns to foreign government 
funding show that netizens are more likely to share the same opinions on this issue, (see figure 11).  

  

                            
Figure 11 

Netizen 17 

Netizen 18 

Netizen 19 

Netizen 20 
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They think learning other languages to be helpful to one’s life and are glad to see that children concerned 
in the news have the opportunity to learn other languages. Additionally, they are upset by the fact that 
the UK has to rely on foreign funding for multilingual education, hoping that the UK government would 
contribute more. Besides, many netizens believe that learning a foreign language facilitates them to not 
only know other cultures but also appreciate their own languages better.  
 
As for the last news, although it focuses on reporting that community languages are not supported in UK 
education system and advocating a higher recognition of language skills and the enhancement of the 
status of community languages, some netizens seeing speaking English as a privilege misinterpret it as a 
report concerning immigrant issues. They comment that immigrants “should learn English and abandon 
the culture that failed them and their parents. Sick and tired of all this ‘accommodation’ to immigrants 
who refuse to assimilate,” as shown in figure 12. 
 

 

                              Figure 12 
There are also netizens who clearly identify the focus of this news, which is exemplified in figure 13. 
 

 
 
                                  Figure 13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Netizen 21 

Netizen 22 
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3 Discussion 
 
From the comparative analysis we have made above, we find that different interpretations of Johnson’s 
English-only policy and responses represented by the British press centre on two kinds of conflicts where 
the clash of ideologies has a role to play: the conflict between English and indigenous minority languages 
and that between English and immigrant languages. Speakers of indigenous minority languages, more 
concerned about the conflict between English and indigenous minority languages, tend to interpret 
English-only policy as a monolingual policy to prioritize English in areas where regional languages 
dominant. Therefore, their responses focus on justifying the use of their first languages in protection of 
the sense of identity. With a focus on the conflict between English and immigrant languages, English-only 
policy can be understood as assimilation policy to make immigrants learn English to integrate, which is 
represented by Ballinger’s remark and the second type of comment, or domination policy to exclude 
immigrants, which is represented by Cranmer’s (2019) response and the fifth type of comment (Zeffman, 
2019).   
 
Three types of ideologies of language planning in extant literature assumed by Ruiz (1984), which are 
“language-as-problem,” “language-as-right,” and “language-as-resource,” are confirmed in journalists’ 
representation of language policies and netizens’ responses collected in the corpus. Johnson’s claim that 
“too many parts of our country where English is not spoken as a first language” and “some communities 
are not doing enough to integrate into society” links multilingualism with negative representations, 
revealing the ideology of “language-as-problem” (Halliday & Brooks, 2019). The benefits of 
multilingualism brought by immigrants mentioned by Borysiewicz and Andrew Siddles’ proposal (shown 
in figure 1) to make English the national business language in the comments represent the ideology of 
“language-as-resource” (Ward, 2014a). Welsh and Gaelic speakers’ defence of their rights to speak their 
languages manifests the ideology of “language-as-right.” However, the responses from people from 
immigrant background, whether shown in the comments or the reports, reflect that despite their 
dissatisfaction about Johnson’s proposal, they seldom stand up for their rights of speaking their first 
languages, which proves Ager’s (1996) theory of linguistic hegemony. When the dominant group has 
successfully institutionalized its ideology of English monolingualism, it has established linguistic hegemony 
realized through people’s unthinking acceptance of English as the primary language for communication 
and spontaneous consent for learning and speaking English (Ager, 1996).  
 
Social factors like cultural and ethnic backgrounds and social classes influence the ideologies of journalists 
and readers, thus indirectly informing different representation of language policies and responses. For 
example, when reporting Johnson’s English-only Policy, Halliday and Brooks simply quote Johnson’s speech 
while Mahmood represents Welsh and Gaelic speakers’ criticism and Chi Onwurah’s concern about 
immigrants’ blocked opportunities to learn English. Different from Halliday and Brooks’ identities as white 
reporters, Basit Mahmood is a reporter from immigrant background. The examination of the articles he 
has written gives us an insight into his ideology. In “I’m told I should be proud to be British, but then why 
keep asking me ‘where am I really from,’” Mahmood (2017) castigates a false notion of “Britishness” that 
“defines British culture according to a sense of purity and superiority” and equates “Britishness” with 
being white. Additionally, he calls for a more embracing notion of “Britishness” so as to improve cohesion, 
arguing that people with complex identities should be viewed as bridges between different communities 
rather than a threat (Mahmood, 2017). This helps us understand how his immigrant background influences 
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his understanding of “Britishness” and why he reports Johnson’s language policy differently from Halliday 
and Brooks. Social classes also motivate different representations and responses to the same language 
policy. For example, netizens from the working class are more likely to face the problems brought by the 
immigrants, thus inevitably associating the use of immigrant languages with negative characteristics 
including “the lack of patriotism, divided loyalties, and an unwillingness to ‘assimilate’” (Ricento, 2013). 
Therefore, rather than looking at the benefits of multiculturalism and multilingualism immigrants may 
bring to Britain, they are more concerned about the negative influence brought by massive immigrants, 
as shown in figure 14. 

  

 
                                  Figure 14 
  
 
 

 
 
4 Conclusion 
 
In this study, we make a comparative analysis of how ideologies inform the representation of language 
policies in the British Press. We find that different interpretations of language policies and responses 
represented by the British press centre on two kinds of ideological conflicts: the conflict between English 
and indigenous minority languages and that between English and immigrant languages. Besides, our 
analysis of journalists’ representation of language policies and netizens’ responses collected in the corpus 
confirms three types of ideologies of language planning in extant literature, which are “language-as-
problem,” “language-as-right,” and “language-as-resource.” Additionally, we find that social factors like 
cultural and ethnic backgrounds and social classes influence the ideologies of journalists and readers, thus 
indirectly informing different representations of language policies and responses. The findings in this study 
can facilitate research about the interplay between language policies and ideologies represented in the 
British press. And future studies on this topic can increase the number of news articles examined to make 
sure that the findings are reliable.  

 
 
 

Netizen 23 
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